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The reappearance of highly pathogenic avian influenza H5N1 in poultry in 2003, and the subsequent
high-fatality zoonoses in Asia, Europe and Africa, has heightened the awareness of a potential
pandemic and the need for global vaccine supply. Most manufacturers still use embryonated hens’
eggs to produce influenza vaccines, a system that has demonstrated its value throughout six
decades. There are, however, some challenges with this approach, both for seasonal and particularly
for pandemic vaccine production. This review highlights some of these challenges and describes
emerging alternative production platforms with the potential to deliver safe and effective vaccines
to the global market in a timely fashion. A particular emphasis of this review will be on the
production of recombinant influenza vaccines using transient plant expression systems.
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The first influenza vaccines were made in the
1940s using purified, formalin-inactivated egggrown influenza viruses. These vaccines were
initially used in military personnel, but the
indications were broadened to include the civilian population and particularly those at risk of
serious illness and death. Throughout the 1960s
and 1970s, the use of influenza vaccines slowly,
but steadily, increased. The early vaccines were
frequently reactogenic, mostly due to the presence of endotoxins and significant quantities of
contaminating egg proteins. This reactogenicity
was greatly reduced when detergents, to generate split-virus formulations, and zonal centrifugation, to obtain vaccines with higher purity,
were used. Over time, processes have been
optimized to further improve vaccine formulations. As a result, the highly purified vaccines of
today are well tolerated. The production output
of influenza vaccines has significantly increased
during the last decade, reaching an estimated
565 million doses in 2007, and is expected to
rise to 1 billion doses in 2010 [101] .
The recent focus on influenza vaccines was
spurred by the incident of highly pathogenic
avian influenza (HPAI) viruses of the H5N1
subtype in man in Hong Kong in 1997, killing
six of the 18 confirmed cases, raising a worldwide
awareness that an influenza pandemic could be
imminent. The reappearance of HPAI H5N1
viruses in poultry in 2003, and the subsequent
zoonotic cases in Asia, Europe and Africa, has
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further heightened the potential risk of a pandemic. The H5N1 viruses are genetically unstable and since 1997 have evolved into ten distinct
genetic clades with multiple subclades and antigenic clusters, complicating the pandemic vaccine development [102] . With nearly 400 reported
human cases of H5N1 avian influenza since late
2003, mostly occuring in South-East Asia, and
with a case–fatality rate of more than 60%, the
situation today remains unresolved and a pandemic threat is still evident [103] . This threat
was further highlighted in a WHO publication
recommending expansion of surveillance and
prophylaxis into developing world countries [1] .
Up until the last decade, the use of vaccines
against seasonal influenza has been mostly limited to industrialized countries. However, the
steadily growing and affluent middle classes
of the low- and middle-income countries are
among the most recent users. A new and wellinformed global market for seasonal influenza
vaccines is now emerging, expecting a timely and
uninterrupted annual vaccine supply. In the case
of a pandemic, the global need for vaccine is
even greater, requiring a staggering 6.5 billion
vaccination courses, realizing that two doses per
individual will be needed [2] .
Current technology

Most manufacturers still use embryonated hens’
eggs to produce their vaccines, a system that has
demonstrated its value throughout six decades.
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There are, however, some serious drawbacks with this approach.
First; it is difficult to scale up production in an emergency, as
quality-assured eggs have to be ordered many months in advance.
This is usually not critical under normal seasonal circumstances
when the manufacturers are ordering their egg supply based on
calculated market projections and their production targets for
the coming seasons. Second, in the case of a pandemic, an avian
virus will most probably be lethal for chick embryos, thus creating problems for manufacturers using embryonated eggs. The
use of reverse-genetics technology for creating nonpathogenic
seed viruses can partially address this obstacle [3] . Even so, one
must expect a time-delay of several weeks before the seed virus is
approved and made available to the manufacturers [104] . Should a
pandemic become a reality, every week of missed vaccine output
would be critical. Third, the use of egg-adapted variants may
select a seed virus not necessarily fully representing the original
clinical isolate the vaccine strain was based upon [4,5] . On some
occasions, an approved egg isolate for the selected vaccine strain
may not be available or is delayed. This was shown in 2003–
2004, when the preferred H3N2 vaccine strain A/Fujian/411/02,
was not available in time to be included in the WHO strain
recommendation for the Northern hemisphere. The previous
season’s A/Moscow/10/99-like strains were therefore selected,
thus compromising vaccine efficacy [106] . In addition, eggs are
vulnerable to contamination by pathogens that may be hazardous
to the end user. This was clearly demonstrated in 2004 when
one supplier to the US market could not meet its contractual
delivery obligations due to bacterial contamination [105] . These
are serious drawbacks of the egg-based system particularly when
facing a potential pandemic. Therefore, some manufacturers
have already established facilities for influenza vaccine production using approved cell lines (Vero, MDCK and PerC6) [107] .
For safety concerns, as well as for technical and financial reasons, manufacturers opting for cell culture production platforms
for pandemic influenza vaccines will need a nonpathogenic seed
virus. Nonetheless, one manufacturer (Baxter) has developed and
established facilities and processes for manufacturing influenza
vaccine using wild-type virus strains [6] . Whether using embryonated eggs or cell culture as a vaccine substrate, there are some
scale-up challenges that remain to be overcome, although the
latter system is a far more flexible approach. In summary, there is
a need for seamless and robust production systems, independent
of propagating live virus and being able to modify or completely
change the coding sequence for the target proteins if a critical
strain adjustment is called for. In addition, these systems need to
be able to rapidly produce safe, effective and affordable vaccines
on a large scale.
Alternative substrates

The advent of recombinant DNA technologies has opened up
possibilities for rapid production of vaccine proteins in largescale industrial bioreactors. However, it remains to be determined
whether new production platforms will generate authentic antigens that will elicit protective immune responses. In the context of influenza, both DNA vaccines and recombinant protein
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preparations produced in insect and Escherichia coli cell cultures
have been used [7–11] . Of the approximately 80 ongoing or completed clinical trials with vaccines against avian influenza, nine
have used alternative production platforms, two with DNA vaccines, five with recombinant proteins made in E. coli, and two with
recombinant proteins made by engineered baculovirus in insect
cells [108] . This is an important step forward and may circumvent
some of the drawbacks of the traditional embryonated egg-based
approach, offering scalability and flexibility in strain selection.
In this review, we will focus on another promising substrate for
influenza vaccine production, namely transient antigen expression
in plants. Plants offer competitive advantages to other expression
systems, including safety, time and cost efficiency, target solubility and post-translational modification. These topics have been
extensively discussed elsewhere [25,26] . Recent data demonstrating
the immunogenicity of the engineered plant-produced proteins
and their ability to elicit protective immunity in animal models
will be discussed below.
Vaccine antigens made in plant cells

During the last decade, plants have been established as a suitable
system for producing proteins of different origins, including
vaccine antigens and therapeutic antibodies [12–15] . The main
advantages of plant expression systems are safety, low cost, time
efficiency and a greater potential for scalability as compared
with other systems [16] . The more widely known strategy for
the production of recombinant proteins in plants is via nuclear
transformation [17] , wherein the gene of interest is permanently
incorporated into the plant nuclear genome. This approach has
some limitations, including, potential gene silencing and long
lead times. An alternative approach to nuclear transformation is
the integration of target genes into the plastid genome, termed
chloroplast transformation [18,19] . Undoubtedly, this approach
provides significantly higher yields of target protein and is not
subject to gene silencing; yet, it is limited by long lead times
and minimal post-translational modification. Transient protein
expression in plants has recently moved to the forefront due to
the development of plant RNA virus expression vectors [20,21] .
Plant RNA viral vectors facilitate rapid engineering and target
production at higher yields compared with transgenic systems.
However, plant virus vector-based transient expression systems
also have their limitations, including, nonuniform target production in infected plants, and potential genetic instability of the
viral vectors. Recently, ‘launch vectors’ that combine elements of
plant RNA viral vectors and Agrobacterium binary plasmids were
developed to address some of the limitations of nuclear, chloroplast, and viral RNA vector-based expression approaches [22,23] .
In this system, the plant viral vector is introduced into growing
plants – for example, Nicotiana benthamiana via the bacterium
Agrobacterium tumefaciens. These new approaches enable uniformly high levels of target protein expression and rapid scale-up.
The feasibility of plants as a system for producing vaccine antigens that elicit protective immune responses has been validated
in numerous reports and reviews [24–26] . More specifically, plants
have been used to produce vaccine antigens targeting seasonal,
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as well as potentially pandemic, strains of influenza. Strategies
for plant-produced vaccines have focused on a subunit-based
approach. As is the case with most subunit influenza vaccines,
plant-based approaches are using HA as the main target for
generating protective immune responses.
Plant-produced seasonal influenza vaccines

Two approaches have been used to engineer HA as vaccine candidates produced in plants. Mett et al. described the engineering
and production in plants of the globular domain (GD) and stem
domain (SD) of HA from A/Wyoming/3/03 (H3N2) as in-frame
fusions with the thermostable enzyme, lichenase (LicKM) [27] .
When tested in ferrets, the combination of GD and SD was
immunogenic, eliciting high serum hemagglutination-inhibition
(HI) and virus-neutralizing (VN) antibody titers, and was protective against a homologous virus challenge in the presence of
alum adjuvant. In addition, the vaccine candidate elicited high
levels of cross-reactive antibodies to variant strains of H3N2, A/
Sydney/5/97 and A/California/07/04. This was the first demonstration of the use of the GD as a potential target for influenza vaccine development and the first report to demonstrate
the feasibility of plant cells as a substrate for seasonal influenza
vaccine development.
In a subsequent publication, Shoji et al. produced full-length
HA from A/Wyoming/3/03 (ppH3HAwy) in N. benthamiana
plants [28] . The plant-produced HA demonstrated appropriate
antigenicity as determined by ELISA and single-radial immuno
diffusion (SRID) assays. ppH3HAwy was immunogenic in mice
when combined with the adjuvant Quil-A, eliciting significant
serum HI and VN antibody titers against homologous H3N2
virus. Unsurprisingly, this adjuvanted ppH3HAwy also generated
a mixed Th1/Th2 response with production of both IFN-γ and
IL-5 cytokines and IgG1 and IgG2a antibodies. In influenza virus
infections, IgG1 antibody subclass plays a pivotal role in virus neutralization and protection, while IgG2a antibody subclass has been
associated with viral clearance [29] . Therefore, stimulation of both
IgG1 and IgG2a could be important for effective influenza vaccine
development. The quality of the immune responses generated
by ppH3HAwy further supports plants as a potential system for
producing effective seasonal influenza vaccines. However, additional studies are required to determine the protective efficacy of
ppH3HAwy vaccine against a live virus challenge.
Plant-produced pandemic influenza vaccines

As the development of vaccines against potentially pandemic avain
influenza strains of H5N1 subtype has become an issue of paramount importance, plants, among others, have been assessed as
candidate novel substrates with the capacity to provide large quantities of vaccine antigens at an affordable cost. A recent study demonstrated the feasibility of producing HA from A/Indonesia/05/05
(H5N1) (ppH5HA-I) in plants [30] . The antigenicity of ppH5HA-I
was assessed by ELISA, and mice immunized with ppH5HA-I in
the presence of Quil-A, mounted H5-specific immune responses,
including high serum HI and VN antibody levels. The HI antibodies were found to cross-react with variant H5N1 strains including,
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A/Anhui/1/05 (clade 2.3), A/Bar-headed Goose/Qinghai/1A/05
(clade 2.2) and A/Vietnam/1194/04 (clade 1). In addition, ferrets
immunized with ppH5HA-I were fully protected against a challenge with 10 ferret 50% lethal dose (10 FLD50) of homologous
virus. Although, relatively high vaccine doses (90 and 4 µg) were
used in this particular study, subsequent studies in mice have
shown that high HI and VN titers can be elicited by an antigen
dose as low as 5 µg (data not shown).
Another strategy for influenza vaccine development that has
demonstrated broad cross-clade protection in animal models
is virus-like particles (VLPs) [31,32] . A recent report by D’Aoust
et al. demonstrated the production of VLPs with HA from
A/Indonesia/5/05 (H5N1) in plants via transient expression [33] .
These plant-produced VLPs elicited strong virus-specific immune
responses in mice and provided protection against challenge with
1 LD50 of heterologous virus A/Vietnam/1994/04 at a dose as low
as 0.5 µg when administered in the presence of alum adjuvant.
It should be noted, however, that the challenge dose used in this
study was significantly lower compared with that reported in the
literature for a VLP-based vaccine against A/Indonesia/05/05
using an insect cell system [34] . Nevertheless, these are promising
results and demonstrate that plants can be utilized to generate
both recombinant HA- as well as VLP-based influenza vaccines.
Expert commentary

Since the pandemic threat was recognized, there have been continued efforts to address some of the shortcomings of the current
vaccine technology, such as dependence upon timely availability
of licensed seed viruses, as well as lack of time efficiency, capacity and strain flexibility. As a result, new technologies that have
higher flexibility and the potential to provide larger quantities of
vaccine in a relatively shorter period of time are being evaluated.
These efforts are particularly emphasized in the initiatives by the
US government in supporting development and establishment of
the infrastructure for cell culture-based production of influenza
vaccines. Additionally, there are several other production systems
that have been evaluated for influenza vaccine development. For
example, vaccine antigens produced in insect cell cultures and
E. coli have moved into clinical evaluation. One particular vaccine based on HA and produced in insect cells has been through
Phase II/III clinical trials demonstrating 54% reduction of
US CDC-defined influenza-like illness [35] . A subunit HA vaccine
against H5N1 strain A/Vietnam/1203/04 produced in the same
system was shown to elicit protective levels of antibody in 52% of
subjects after two intramuscular doses of 90 µg [36] . Furthermore,
influenza vaccines based on VLPs have been successfully tested in
preclinical studies [37] and are currently being evaluated in human
trials. Similarly, plants have been used to make influenza vaccines
based both on subunit HA antigens as well as VLPs. Vaccine
antigens produced in plants using both approaches have shown
protection in preclinical trials [27,28,30,33] . This particular methodology has certain advantages that makes it an attractive system for
influenza vaccine manufacturing, including safety, scalability and
time efficiency. Plants are extremely versatile and have been shown
to produce proteins of viral, bacterial, fungal and parasitic agents [25] .
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In the context of influenza, we have successfully expressed HA
molecules from a range of influenza virus A subtypes, including
H3N2, H1N1, H5N1 and H7N2 as well as several B viruses.
Moreover, since there is no need for seed viruses, the vaccine
development can be initiated using synthesized or cloned cDNA
sequences. The use of synthetic DNA, in turn, allows for codon
optimization to enhance target expression in plants. Recombinant
technologies, plants in particular, have the potential for rapid
scale-up of production, delivery of affordable and safe vaccines,
and to satisfy the global need for influenza vaccines. Continued
investment into these alternative vaccine production technologies
is important to ensure security of future supply for all vaccines,
including seasonal and pandemic influenza.
Five-year view

There will be a steadily growing demand for and use of seasonal
vaccines throughout the world. The emerging markets, particularly in South America, India and China, will claim an increasing part of the global output. It is recognized that the current
egg-based production system may not be sufficient to meet this
growing demand in the event of a pandemic. This has facilitated
the development and implementation of alternative approaches,
particularly recombinant subunit vaccine technologies. The first
vaccines based on recombinant HA antigens produced in heterologous systems are already in human clinical trials, and it is possible that the first HA-based subunit vaccines will be approved in
the next 5 years. Plants are one of the new promising production

systems, and HA molecules made in plants have been show to be
effective in preclinical studies. In the next 5 years, antigens made
in plants will be tested in human trials leading up to the validation
of this approach as a viable alternative for production of vaccines
against influenza as well as other diseases. As mentioned previously, since the first human case of H5N1 was detected in 1997,
these HPAI viruses have been shown to be genetically unstable
[109] . As it is not possible to predict which strain of influenza
may result in a pandemic outbreak, it is most critical to have a
technology with rapid response capabilities to provide a vaccine
against emerging strains in the shortest period of time possible.
Transient expression in plants using ‘launch vectors’ is a particularly promising technology in this respect. As these technologies
mature into products, new regulatory guidelines will be developed
and a sector of industry using alternative production platforms
will be established, leading to an overall increase of global vaccine manufacturing capacity. In addition, it is likely that during
this time the transfer of some of these production technologies
to developing countries will have been initiated.
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Key issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A major challenge is to meet the steadily increasing global demand for seasonal influenza vaccines.
The highly pathogenic avian influenza virus H5N1 has the potential to cause a pandemic.
Current manufacturing technology is unlikely to meet the global demand for pandemic vaccine in time.
We need to achieve the availability of rapid and scalable technologies with emergency response capabilities.
Progress will involve facilitating the transfer of technologies into developing countries for creating local vaccine manufacturing capacity.
Another aim is to gain industry acceptance of plants as an alternative means for vaccine production.
Regulatory frameworks for plant production platforms are crucial.
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